**SPORTS**

**FOOTBALL**

- **TENNIS**

  - Conor Gallagher
  - Seven home games

- **QNB STARS LEAGUE**

  - Youcef Belaili
  - Al Rayyan

- **LEAGUE TITLE CHALLENGE**

  - Olivier Giroud
  - Johnstone

- **OPEN QUARTERS**

  - Feel the heat!

- **PREMIER LEAGUE**

  - Aubameyang
  - Leeds United

- **CRICKET**

  - India eye victory after Ashwin spins out England

---

**MANCHESTER UNITED**

- **FOOTBALL**

  - 10 away league games

- **Man Utd**

  - Against West Brom

- **Leeds United**

  - At the Emirates

- **TENNIS**

  - Out of the chart

---

**FOOTBALL**

- **Valencia**

  - Atletico Madrid

- **Liverpool**

  - Sergio Taccone

- **PAULUS**

  - Patrick Craven

---

**CRICKET**

- **India**

  - Against England

---

**FOOTBALL**

- **Manchester United**

  - Against West Brom

- **Leeds United**

  - Against Manchester United

---

**FOOTBALL**

- **West Bromwich Albion**

  - Against Manchester United

---
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  - Against Manchester United

---
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  - Against Manchester United

---

**LEAGUE TITLE CHALLENGE**

- **Al Rayyan**

  - Against Al Wakrah

---
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**COVINGTON COVFRONT**

What is new is the extent to which travel bans are creating havoc and have already forced UEFA to switch several ties to neutral venues.

---

**FOOTBALL**

**SPOTLIGHT**

Covid cloud hangs over Champions League knockouts

What is new is the extent to which travel bans are creating havoc and have already forced UEFA to switch several ties to neutral venues.

---

**BOTTOMLINE**

Believing the dream: Yussuf Poulsen’s journey to the top

Yussuf Poulsen is a rare gem for footballing history. The 23-year-old is the first Danish to win in the third division of the German football league, and the first Danish to win the first division of the German football league.

---

**FOCUS**

Champions, Europa Leagues of Bel Sports

B ELSports has signed a deal with the UEFA to broadcast all games in 2021. This agreement will see B ELSports continue its partnership with the UEFA, which it started in 2017.

---

**SCOTLAND SCENE**

Edouard double saves Celtic at St Johnstone

Omar Edouard’s rich vein of goals for Celtic continued as he netted twice at St Johnstone.

---

**BUNDUESIA**

Frankfurt break into top four with 2-0 win over Cologne

On Thursday February 18, Real Madrid edged closer to the La Liga title race with a 2-0 win over Athletic Bilbao.

---

**TODAY’S HEADLINES**
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Real stroll past Valencia to close gap on Atletico

Atletico remain five points clear of their city rivals, having played two fewer games.

Barcelona coach Koeman frustrated with VAR close calls

Real Madrid's French midfielder Jordan Veretout (L) celebrates after scoring against Udinese on Saturday night. Real Madrid were top of the group after beating Udinese 2-0, and it will take a significant dip in their form for Atletico to close the gap on the reigning champions. The race for the top four positions is heating up, with every match counting.

Roma strolled to victory over Napoli on Saturday night, taking advantage of the reigning champions' loss to jump into third, Roma took advantage of the situation against Napoli, who won three points with a 1-0 victory over fifth-placed Napoli, and will take the lead if they can win their next three games.

Madrid's own title ambitions looked to be in peril when they were beaten by Liverpool at the end of the last match, but Atalanta, having won their top three points above La Liga, are back in the running.

In all likelihood, there will be three points to take this weekend than there were at the end of the season, and the situation has now changed to a significant extent. Madrid's own title ambitions looked to be in peril when they were beaten by Liverpool at the end of the last match, but Atalanta, having won their top three points above La Liga, are back in the running.

This was certainly never a prospect of a comeback from Udinese, who were out of the running before half time. As it turned out, they were forced to go all the way to the 89th minute before they could find the breakthrough they so desperately needed.

Madrid's own title ambitions looked to be in peril when they were beaten by Liverpool at the end of the last match, but Atalanta, having won their top three points above La Liga, are back in the running.

It was Verratti's fourth successful penalty and ninth league goal of the season. With 15 league goals and 17 assists, he is already in the running for the Treble. Roma's French midfielder Jordan Veretout celebrates after scoring against Udinese as he closed the gap on their city rivals. Veretout scored twice as Roma beat Udinese.

On Saturday, AC Milan's charge for a first league title since 1993 took a big step forward after they fell to a draw at 2-2 with Sassuolo. AC Milan are second in the Serie A season and move up to 14th, four points clear of Napoli.

In Cagliari, Atalanta were frustrated again as they failed to break the deadlock despite their dominance. The visitors looked on course for their seventh-game winning run before 17-year-old defender Jose Fonte.

The visitors looked on course for their seventh-game winning run before 17-year-old defender Jose Fonte.

In the first half we were a little inconsistent,” he added. “And sometimes our passes are not very balanced.”

“Our determination.”

Snow-covered villa after酸血 draw

Smith blasts sloppy Villa after scoreless draw

The South American World Cup qualifier against Argentina was a tale of two halves. Villa were in control for the opening 45 minutes, but Bournemouth were the better side after the break. Smith blasted his side for their second-half performance.

In the first half we were a little inconsistent,” he added. “And sometimes our passes are not very balanced.”

“Our determination.”

“Samuel and his team will have the resilience to keep the ball out of the net,” a frustrated Smith later told Sky Sports. “Because whatever we made some good saves when needed and we won our key player on the pitch tonight. It shows you need a player like that at times, but we have not had many performances like that tonight,” he added.

Bournemouth coach Christophe Galtier's Lille were held to a draw by Toulouse in their 1-0 league title at the Atlético Madrid stadium in Rome two weekends ago.

But goals from Giulio Maggiore and Simone Bastoni on a historic night for Inter meant they held on to second place.

But goals from Giulio Maggiore and Simone Bastoni on a historic night for Inter meant they held on to second place.

Earlier, Torino were held to a goalless draw by Spezia, their seventh game without victory in all competitions, as Antoine Kombouare took over from Pioli on the touchline.

Monaco are fourth and six points clear of their city rivals, who dropped points for the second time in three games after losing at home to Montpellier.

Smith blasted his side for their second-half performance.

In the first half we were a little inconsistent,” he added. “And sometimes our passes are not very balanced.”

“Our determination.”

Monaco manager Domenech in midweek after the match, he was left wondering if his side will ever play as well as they have been. But the visitors looked on course for their seventh-game winning run before 17-year-old defender Jose Fonte.

Roma's French midfielder Jordan Veretout celebrates after scoring against Udinese on Saturday night. Real Madrid were top of the group after beating Udinese 2-0, and it will take a significant dip in their form for Atletico to close the gap on the reigning champions. The race for the top four positions is heating up, with every match counting.

In all likelihood, there will be three points to take this weekend than there were at the end of the season, and the situation has now changed to a significant extent. Madrid's own title ambitions looked to be in peril when they were beaten by Liverpool at the end of the last match, but Atalanta, having won their top three points above La Liga, are back in the running.

It was Verratti's fourth successful penalty and ninth league goal of the season. With 15 league goals and 17 assists, he is already in the running for the Treble. Roma's French midfielder Jordan Veretout celebrates after scoring against Udinese as he closed the gap on their city rivals. Veretout scored twice as Roma beat Udinese.
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In Cagliari, Atalanta were frustrated again as they failed to break the deadlock despite their dominance. The visitors looked on course for their seventh-game winning run before 17-year-old defender Jose Fonte.
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India eye victory after Ashwin spins out England

It’s about being very patient like you play on a seaming wicket

India built a command- ing lead of 246 after skipper Rohit Sharma hit 166 and the team’s tailenders, including wicketkeeper Rishabh Pant, contributed.

Pakistan end SA’s unbeaten Asia run with T20 win

Hamid Thorpe said it was one of England’s “low points” in the series.

“With the toss in play, it was a cakewalk,” Thorpe said. “I think the Pakistan team made a mistake by not bowling to win the match because the weather conditions were perfect for batting.

Ireland & Afghanistan (AF) celebrate a wicket on second day of the second Test against England in Dublin, Ireland, yesterday (I/CPC)

India dominated with 156 for eight at the end of the first day, before declaring at 385-7.

Dismayed at losing a batting chance on 25 when England opener Zak Crawley was caught to the left of the wicket, they kept a similar approach into the second day.

India bowled out for 449 in the first innings of the second Test against England in Dublin yesterday.

Ireland assistant coach Graham Thorpe said it was one of England’s “low points” in the series.

Pakistan’s captain Rohan Ramesh (right) holds the trophy with six wickets and a century against South Africa in Lahore yesterday (AP)

For the last four wickets, take South Africa to 84-4.

For the second Test against England in Dublin yesterday, Ireland & Afghanistan (AF) celebrate a wicket (I/CPC)

England assistant coach Graeme Thorpe said it was one of England’s “low points” in the series.

India dominated with 156 for eight at the end of the first day, before declaring at 385-7.

Two days later, in the third Test against South Africa, England lost four wickets in succession and South Africa scored 329 in their first innings.

Dismayed at losing a batting chance on 25 when England opener Zak Crawley was caught to the left of the wicket, they kept a similar approach into the second day.
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Qatari-Russian Centre for Cooperation, ICSS join forces to promote sport to foster socio-economic development

**FOCUS**

Reigning the role of sport as a vehicle to foster opportunities for individuals, communities and societies is a common thread that connects the Qatari-Russian Centre for Cooperation (QRCSS) and ICSS. Both organizations have a shared understanding of the transformative power of sport, and the importance of promoting it as a means of understanding with such an important international organisation like ICSS. Our co-operation will support efforts in various fields such as the organisation and participation in international competitions, youth development, and the development of educational initiatives. This will strengthen the role of sport as an essential element in the further development of relations between Russia and Qatar.

**BOOKER SHINES FOR SUNS**

In Phoenix, Devin Booker scored 32 points to pace the Suns in a 121-105 victory over the Indiana Pacers.

**BOOKER SHINES FOR SUNS**

The Suns shot 60.8% from the field, with six players scoring in double figures. Devin Booker led the way with 32 points, while Jimmy Butler and Max Strus added 18 apiece.

**BOOKER SHINES FOR SUNS**

Durant was back on the floor after a six-game absence due to an Achilles tendon rupture. The 16-time All-Star had missed 19 games this season due to the injury.

**BOOKER SHINES FOR SUNS**

Kyrie Irving scored 23 points to lead six Nets players in double figures. Harden added 19 with 16 assists and the Nets held the Warriors to 48.9% shooting – especially when the reserve unit was on the floor.
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The Suns shot 60.8% from the field, with six players scoring in double figures. Devin Booker led the way with 32 points, while Jimmy Butler and Max Strus added 18 apiece.
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Kyrie Irving scored 23 points to lead six Nets players in double figures. Harden added 19 with 16 assists and the Nets held the Warriors to 48.9% shooting – especially when the reserve unit was on the floor.
France march on with rare win over injury-hit Ireland

‘Massively frustrating, we had the opportunities to go and do it and when you’re not taking those opportunities, you’re not where you need to be’

Resurgent Spieth takes 2-shot lead

France’s Vincent Kriechmayr won his 1st European Tour title last month at the Italian Masters in Cortina d’Ampezzo, Italian Alps.

Kriechmayr joins Miller and Maier with golden double

Bottari Cortina’s Swiss Open

U.S. Open champion Jordan Spieth added to his list of 2-shot leads as he moved closer to winning his first Pebble Beach Pro-Am on Thursday.

Spieth shot a bogey-free 67 to lead the 2-shot mini-tournament that begins on Friday with the Pebble Beach Pro-Am, which is the first of four events in the PGA Tour’s West Coast swing.

The 25-year-old, who finished T-15 at the U.S. Open last year, is seeking his first win since the 2015 Masters, where he played the final eight holes in 3-under par to finish 10-under.

Scheffler, who is ranked No. 1 in the world, shot a 71 to lead the 2-shot mini-tournament that begins on Friday with the Pebble Beach Pro-Am, which is the first of four events in the PGA Tour’s West Coast swing.

The 25-year-old, who finished T-15 at the U.S. Open last year, is seeking his first win since the 2015 Masters, where he played the final eight holes in 3-under par to finish 10-under.
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The 25-year-old, who finished T-15 at the U.S. Open last year, is seeking his first win since the 2015 Masters, where he played the final eight holes in 3-under par to finish 10-under.

Scheffler, who is ranked No. 1 in the world, shot a 71 to lead the 2-shot mini-tournament that begins on Friday with the Pebble Beach Pro-Am, which is the first of four events in the PGA Tour’s West Coast swing.

The 25-year-old, who finished T-15 at the U.S. Open last year, is seeking his first win since the 2015 Masters, where he played the final eight holes in 3-under par to finish 10-under.
Djokovic defies injury to reach quarter-finals

Fatigued-looking Thiem shocked as Osaka and Williams survive

Seven-time Australian Open champion Novak Djokovic, who described his Australian Open quarter-final win over Alexander Zverev as a ‘fairytale’, has now won 30 Grand Slam matches, starting with his first-round victory over Britain’s Kyle Edmund two nights ago, and of course I mean sometimes I would like to do it inside, he admitted. “But the thing is that I’m also a good player,” he said. “I felt like I was intimidated by knowing about the tournament, and the intensity of the work, and then being a part of the tournament, and having to get used to the big crowd and everything, but at the same time there are so many players here, but there are really hardly any players.

As soon as you’re not a tennis player in the crowd, then they really like this tennis player and what you do.” Doesn’t that make you feel better? It certainly made Thiem feel better as he celebrates with fans in Melbourne yesterday. The Austrian third seed, a six-time Grand Slam champion, became just the second man to win a Grand Slam title without facing a fit player on his way to the final after a five-set win over reigning US Open champion Dominic Thiem, who described Russian qualifier Aslan Karatsev as a ‘fairytale’.

AUS Open champion Dominic Thiem has been ready for “a fairytale” as he takes on Russian qualifier Aslan Karatsev in an Australian Open quarter-final on Tuesday. The Austrian third seed, a six-time Grand Slam champion, became just the second man to win a Grand Slam title without facing a fit player on his way to the final after a five-set win over reigning US Open champion Dominic Thiem. Thiem, coming off a five-set win over Serbia’s Dusan Lajovic, will play Russian qualifier Aslan Karatsev, who is into the last four on Tuesday.

Thiem, coming off a five-set win over Serbia’s Dusan Lajovic, will play Russian qualifier Aslan Karatsev, who is into the last four on Tuesday. The Austrian third seed, a six-time Grand Slam champion, became just the second man to win a Grand Slam title without facing a fit player on his way to the final after a five-set win over reigning US Open champion Dominic Thiem, who described Russian qualifier Aslan Karatsev as a ‘fairytale’.

AUS Open champion Dominic Thiem has been ready for “a fairytale” as he takes on Russian qualifier Aslan Karatsev in an Australian Open quarter-final on Tuesday. The Austrian third seed, a six-time Grand Slam champion, became just the second man to win a Grand Slam title without facing a fit player on his way to the final after a five-set win over reigning US Open champion Dominic Thiem, who described Russian qualifier Aslan Karatsev as a ‘fairytale’.

AUS Open champion Dominic Thiem has been ready for “a fairytale” as he takes on Russian qualifier Aslan Karatsev in an Australian Open quarter-final on Tuesday. The Austrian third seed, a six-time Grand Slam champion, became just the second man to win a Grand Slam title without facing a fit player on his way to the final after a five-set win over reigning US Open champion Dominic Thiem, who described Russian qualifier Aslan Karatsev as a ‘fairytale’.
A high jump star Barshim returned from a career-threatening injury to win a world title in 2019. Next up, an Olympic gold...